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Abstract. String matching algorithms have become important in many applications. The Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) is one of them. An IDS is created and becomes an important part of modern network
structure to detect the malicious activities. The detection engine of IDS depends on string matching
algorithms to perform the searching for these malicious activities, but this searching phase consumed around
70% of IDS processing time. Nowadays, as the networks increases rapidly, the searching time will increase
due to a huge number of incoming packets together with the increasing of signatures rule policy. There is a
real need to reduce the IDS processing time by developing a method that can work faster. In this paper, we
suggest enhancing the Boyer-Moore Horspool algorithm by adding hashing function called HBMH to reduce
the characters comparison time. The simple experiment result proves that the enhanced algorithm performs
faster speed in lowest time.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays the network has expanded to very large scales and the amount of the network traffic and the
data exchange between the networks has increased tremendously. On the other hand, the world today
depends on Internet to do the whole work. Therefore, very large numbers of computers around the world stay
connected to Internet all day long. These computers store very important data such as emails, documents,
pictures and videos. Some of these computer may install uncertified programs like Trojan horse, that send
sensitive information belong to users such as user name, password and credit card number. Because of the
growth of the Internet users and the user data, the computers have become a favourite target for complexity
of attacks that requiring more complex analysis to detect it. As security is considered important in the
network, The Intrusion Detection System (IDS) becomes an important part of any modern network for
guaranteeing the security issue of information systems [1, 2].
There are two approaches of IDS; anomaly detection (also called behaviour based) or misuse detection
(also called signature based). The anomaly based is searching for any abnormal behaviour occurs in the
network. In this approach, the IDS uses some statistical methods to monitor and analysis the network
behaviours. In signature based approach, the IDS compares and matches the content of any incoming packets
with a list of well known signatures attack stored in a database; this list forms what is called a rule policy.
When the IDS found a matching then an alarm is started to inform the system administrator [1, 3, 4]. By
comparing the two approaches for IDS, it is clear that the signature based detection approach is more stable
and reliable, but its drawback the limitation of the detecting new attacks. Therefore, it needs to update the
rule policy frequently. On the other hand, the anomaly based detection has the ability to discover the new
attacks on the networks, but its drawback is giving a high rate of false alarm and consuming more resources.
Therefore, most of the networks are running IDSs signature based detection approach because of its accuracy
and low recourse consuming [3]. In this paper, we concentrate on IDS based signature. Snort [6] is an
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example of an open source code IDS based signature which has a very large number of growing rules
policies [6].
One of the important processes in IDS is Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) in which it inspects the contents
of each packet [7]. After that, the IDS can determine whether these packets are infected with any malicious
activities or not. However, this process performs by utilizing of string matching algorithms [8]. String
matching algorithms are widely used in computer science and applied to many fields such as bioinformatics,
web search engine, pattern recognition, and IDS [9]. In IDS, the string matching algorithms considered the
heart of IDS, but unfortunately it needs a long time to perform the searching and matching the packets
content and rule policies. However, this process slows down and consumes 70% of IDS processing time [8].
This is because the IDS receives a very large amount of incoming packets. Moreover, the rule policies also
grow every time rapidly. Through all these issues, it is difficult for IDS string matching algorithm to
differentiate between the normal packets and abnormal packets without dropping the packets or overhead the
system performance [10,11,14]. There is a need to accelerate the string matching performance by developing
a method enhance and reduce the processing time. In this paper, we added a hash function for Boyer-Moore
Horspool algorithm [12] to enhance and reduce the number of character comparison time.

2. Factors Influence on IDS
There are many factors can affect on the IDS performance, and the most important factor of them is the
string matching algorithm itself [8]. This is because most of the string matching algorithms are not designed
directly to work with IDS, but instead of this, they are designed to work with other applications such
searching on dictionaries [13]. Another important factor is the high speed of modern network, because the
detection engine is searching and comparing the packets against signatures rule policies. But due to the large
amount of incoming packets the IDS will lose control of all these packets and consequently, will drop a
number of packets. As result, these drooped packets may contain some malicious pattern that can pass
successfully [10]. One last thing, the rule policies are growing rapidly. Snort rule policies are increasing and
reaching more than 8000 rules [6]. However, all these factors are affected on IDS performance and increased
the processing time.

3. Related Work
Welcome Nowadays the researchers on IDS field are getting more interested due to ability of IDS to
monitor the network traffic and detect the abnormal activities. There are many previous works in IDS; some
of them are based on Hardware solutions, while others are based on software solutions. However, this
research is concentrates only on software based solutions in which it enhances the performance of string
matching as well as decreases the processing time.
IDS is utilizing of some familiar string matching algorithms such as Aho-Corassick algorithm (AC)
which is multiple string matching algorithm based on the finite state machine [15], Boyer-Moore algorithm
(BM) which is one of the most famous exact string matching algorithms based on a single pattern matching
[16], Boyer-Moore Horspool Algorithm (BMH) which is a modified version of Boyer-Moore algorithm [12].
These two sections will highlight on BMH algorithm besides other researchers’ algorithms enhancement.

3.1. Boyer-Moore Horspool Algorithm (BMH)
BMH is a modified version of Boyer-Moore algorithm with a little different change. Unlike, BoyerMoore algorithm the BMH algorithm uses only one table (bad character shift) whereas, the Boyer-Moore
algorithm uses two tables: (bad character shift) and (good suffix shift). BMH searches for the pattern from
left to right and the shift value in it is depending on the pattern size determined in the bad character shift
table. So the longer patterns size, the longer shift value. This makes BMH faster in its performance in most
of the situations that applied on it. It is simple to implement and has a low space complexity and best average
case performance. The average of comparisons performed for one text character is between 1/σ and 2/ (σ +1).
Therefore, it can be implemented in any cases that need the exact string matching algorithm even if the
pattern size is small or large [24, 25]. IDS is utilized of this algorithm before, but it still needed little
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enhancement and improvement in its characters comparison speed. Because of BMH algorithm advantages
we choose it through all others algorithms to enhance its performance.

3.2. Other Researchers Development
There are many other researchers are worked to enhance the string matching algorithms to be fully
adopted to work with IDS. [17] Presented Wu-Manber algorithm (WM), it is based on the Boyer-Moore
algorithm, but it can support multiple pattern matching in one step. However, the problem with this
algorithm was the inability to work with a small set of patterns. [18] Designed an algorithm called Set-wise
Boyer-Moore-Horspool (SWBMH), which is a modified version of Boyer-Moore to match different rule
policies simultaneously. The algorithm was the fastest of both of Aho-Corasick and Boyer-Moore, only for
pattern sets with medium size. [19] Designs a multiple string-matching technique, is called E2xB. It offers a
higher efficiency and capacity of IDS. Unfortunately, this algorithm works well only for small rule policies
as well as packets. [20] Presented Piranha which is an algorithm was designed to work with IDS. The main
idea is that when the rarest substring in a pattern mismatch, then the whole substring will mismatch with the
text, but it cannot work with a rule set smaller than 4 bytes. [8] Presented a study of IDS workloads
problems, they showed that IDS affected by string matching algorithms; rule sets size, traffic characteristics
and processor architecture.
[21] Modified AC algorithm by using bitmap node compression and path compression (AC-Bitmap and
AC-Path) to increase the storage space and enhance the worst case behaviour. [22] introduced a new idea to
enhance the WM algorithm; it is called Dual-Algorithm. This idea is come because there are multiple bytes
patterns in a Snort rule sets such as 1 byte, 2 bytes and 3 bytes or more. This 1 byte pattern can slowdown the
performance of WM matching phase. The Algorithm is aimed to decrease the dependency on multi byte hash
table of WM algorithm and it is only implemented when there is a multi byte pattern (3 bytes or more) and
one byte pattern alone. [23] Proposed a quick string matching algorithm (RQS) based on BM algorithm. It
consists of two features which develop a bad character. Therefore, it can perform a large shift value. Besides,
it improves a good suffix to memorize the matching characters when the algorithm required it. RQS got
better worst case performance in comparison to BM algorithm. On the other hand, RQS can work efficiently
with longer pattern size without any difficulties. However, our method is added a hash function for BoyerMoore Horspool algorithm to decrease the number of character comparison.

4. Proposed Method
In this section, we explain the method of enhancing BMH algorithm by adding the hash function to work
beside the shift table of the BMH algorithm; the method is called Hash Boyer-Moore Horspool (HBMH).
The hash function converts the string into number and it can be calculated in the same manner of Karp-Rabin
algorithm [5]. The main benefit of using the hash function is to reduce the number of character comparisons
performs by BMH algorithm in each attempt. Thus, it reduces the required comparison time. The example
below is taken from [25] which can explain the main idea of using the hash function of this algorithm.
Suppose we have the pattern (GCAGAGAG) and the text (GCATCGCAGAGAGTATACAGT). The
implementation of BMH algorithm starts by creating the bad characters table bmBc from the pattern.
However, this table is used to determine the value of shifting after each comparison performed between the
pattern and the text [25]. After that, the algorithm is attempting to find a matching between the pattern and
text. If there is no matching between the pattern and the text then the BMH will shift to the next comparison
which is 1 (A= 1) by using the value in the bmBc table as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: BMH Matching Phase between the Pattern and Text

The algorithm will compare the character G of the pattern against the character A of the text. If there is
no matching between the first characters (G and A), then the algorithm doesn’t check the rest of characters
and rather it performs shifting by 1 value using bmBc table as shown in Fig. 1. The algorithm at this step
performs only 1 character comparison. However, the main problem is that when most or all characters of the
patterns are matched with characters of the text. In this case, the algorithm performs a large number of
character comparisons and consequently consumes more time especially, when the size of the pattern is very
large as shown in Fig. 2a. Now from this point, it is clearly notable that there is a time wasted in every
comparison between the characters of pattern (GCAGAGAG) and the characters of text (GCAGAGAG)
being compared.

Fig. 2: Character Comparison of BMH. Fig. 2b: Applying Hash Function on BMH

Since IDS has large number of incoming packets as well as rule policies. We need to reduce the comparison
time as much as possible. Therefore, we add the hash function in order to take a place in BMH algorithm.
The hash function method HBMH will convert all characters in the text and pattern into numbers and it will
only compares the numbers instead of characters. Thus, if the numbers being compared are equals, then the
characters are also equals as shown in the Fig. 2b. By doing so, we can reduce the number of character
comparison into 1 step only, whatever the length of pattern that being matched.
As an example, the hash function for the pattern (GCAGAGAG) is 17597 and for the text (GCAGAGAG)
is also 17597. Because the hash value of the pattern and the text are equals. Then, the characters of the
pattern are matched with the characters of the text. From the comparison between the original BMH
performance and the hash function HBMH, we can notice that the BMH performed 8 character comparisons,
but by using HBMH the number of character comparison is reduced to 1 only as shown in the Fig. 2b, and
this is what the IDS required.

5. Implementation of HBMH
Every string matching algorithms have two main phases; pre-processing phase and searching phase [25]
and HBMH is too. In pre-processing phase, HBMH has two stages. The first one is creating bmBc table from
the pattern. The second one is calculating the hash function of the pattern as well as text window. However,
this is unlike BMH, which only creates bmBc table in its pre-processing phase.
In searching phase HBMH performs the searching phase by implementing the hash function which
compares the hash value of the pattern against the hash value of the text. If the hash value is not equal then,
the algorithm will shift to next comparison by using the value of bmBc table, and the hash function will
recalculate for the new text window only.
By referring to Fig. 1, after the comparison between the pattern (GCAGAGAG) and window text
(GCATCGCA) is finished, HBMH will shift the pattern by 1 position that is because the value of A in bmBc
table is 1. Therefore, Shift P by 1 location (bmBc[A]). After that, HBMH will calculate the hash value for the
new text window (CATCGCAG) and then, the comparison between the hash value of pattern and the new
text window will start as shown in Fig.3 and the operation will continue until the search complete anyone at
the end of the text.
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Fig. 3: Searching Phase of HBMH

6. Results
By implementing the example in [25] for both BMH and HBMH algorithms, we can notice that the
performance of HBMH outperformed the performance of BMH. This is because, the hash function is really
reduced the number of character comparison form 17 comparisons in BMH to only 8 comparisons in HBMH
as shown in Fig. 4. This proves that HBMH is faster in its performance and can be very useful in network
security applications such IDS.

Fig. 4: Performance of HBMH over BMH

7. Conclusion
The Internet users are wildly spread besides; the intrusion activities are also increased. Therefore, there is
a need for system to detect the malicious packets. IDS is created and spread in the networks to detect these
malicious activities. However, the IDS depends on string matching algorithms to perform its detection, but
these string matching algorithms have many weaknesses such as the large time consumed in IDS detection
engine. In this paper, we introduced hash function HBMH to enhance the BMH algorithm whereas; BMH
spends a long time in character comparison in each attempt. The results were taken from simple example
which showed that the HBMH has a less character comparisons. Therefore, it considers faster than the
original BMH algorithm. For IDS field we think that HBMH is the best choice for IDS. This is because, IDS
receives a very large number of packets, it needs faster method to compare the packets especially, packets
have large length. In future work, we intend to apply HBMH in a real network environment in order to, test
its ability of handle a very large number of network packets.
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